Abstract. Pseudo-effect algebras are partial algebras (E; +, 0,1) which were recently introduced. They have a partially defined addition + which is only associative and not necessary commutative and with two complements, left and right ones. They Eire a noncommutative generalization of orthomodular posets and MV-algebras, respectively. We define five kinds of compatibilities, and we introduce a block as a maximal set of mutually compatible elements. The compatibility is a property of the physical system which corresponds to the distributivity, or equivalently, to "classical mechanics"-type phenomena. We show that any lattice pseudo-effect algebra under a natural condition can be covered by blocks, and any block is a pseudo MV-algebra. This result generalizes the analogical result of Riecanova for effect algebras. If the pseudo-effect algebra with the condition is, in addition, a cr-complete lattice, then it is a commutative effect algebra which can be covered by cr-complete MV-algebras.
lattice pseudo-effect algebra is a distributive lattice with special kinds of the Riesz decomposition properties. If, in addition, they satisfy the difference compatibility property, then any block is a pseudo-effect subalgebra of the pseudo-effect algebra E which, in addition is a pseudo MV-algebra, and E is a set-theoretical union of its blocks. Moreover, if such a pseudo-effect algebra E is a cr-complete lattice, then every block is a cr-complete MV-algebra, and E is commutative.
In addition, an open problem is formulated. We recall a similar problem for effect algebras with the Riesz interpolation property was studied in [Dvu 1] , and Jenca [Jen] studied blocks of mutually compatible elements satisfying the Riesz decomposition property. However, such blocks are not necessary MV-algebras.
Pseudo-effect algebras
A partial algebra (E; +, 0,1), where + is a partial binary operation and 0 and 1 are constants, is called a pseudo-effect algebra ([DvVe I, DvVe II]) if, for all a, b, c 6 E, the following holds If we define a < b iff there exists an element c 6 E such that a + c = b, then < is a partial ordering on E such that 0 < a < 1 for any a 6 E. If E is a lattice under <, we say that E is a lattice pseudo-effect algebra. If + is commutative, i.e. if a + b = b + a, E is said to be an effect algebra.
Let E be a pseudo-effect algebra. Let / , \ be two partial binary operations on E such that, for a, b G E, a / b is defined iff b \ a is defined iff a < b, and such that in this case we have 
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Let E = (E; +, 0,1) be a pseudo-effect algebra. We define a" := 1 \ o and a~ := a / 1 for any a € E.
For example if (G, it) is a unital (not necessary Abelian) po-group with a strong unit u (sometimes it is sufficient to assume only u > 0), and T(G,u) := [0,u] = {g € G : 0 < g < «}, then (r(G, u); +, 0, u) is a pseudo-effect algebra if we restrict the group addition + to r(G, u). In [DvVe II], there are conditions showing when a pseudo-effect algebra can be represented in this way.
We recall that a pseudo MV-algebra is an algebra (M; ©, -, 0,1) of type (2,1,1, 0,0) such that the following axioms hold for all x,y,z 6 M with an additional binary operation © defined via
In [Dvu] it was shown that every pseudo MV-algebra is isomorphic to r(G, u), where (G, u) is a unital ¿-group with a strong unit u, where a©6 := (a + b) A u, a © b = (a -u + 6) V 0 and a~ =u -a and a~ = -a + u.
If M is a pseudo MV-algebra, then the partial operation a + b is defined iff a < b~, and then a+b := a©6, and (M; +, 0,1) is a pseudo-effect algebra.
For two elements a, b 6 E, we write a com b if, for any x,y € E with x < a, y < b, we have x + y, y + x are defined in E, and x + y = y + x. The second equality can be proved in an analogical way. The third equation follows from the first two ones.
• In a similar way we prove the second equality.
• 
Proof. Put c = a A 6 in Proposition 2.5.
For the second equality, let z < (a V 6) \ a, (a V 6) \ 6. Then z + a < a V 6 and z + 6 < a V 6, so that a < z / (a V £>) and b < z / (a V b) which gives a V b < z / (a V 6), i.e., z = 0. • PROPOSITION 2.9. Zef E be a lattice pseudo-effect algebra. Ifx+y, x+z G E, then
Ify + x,z + xeE, then
Proof. By Proposition 2.5, x / ((x + y) A (x + z)) = y Az, i.e., x + (y Az) = (x + y) A (x + z). In a similar way we obtain the second equality using Proposition 2.7.
Compatibilities
In the present section, we introduce five kinds of compatibilities of elements of a pseudo-effect algebra. We show that in the case of a lattice pseudo-effect algebra four of them coincide. We prove that a set of mutually compatible elements, an analog of Boolean subalgebra, is always a distributive lattice with two kinds of the Riesz decomposition properties.
We say that a poset E (i) satisfies the Riesz interpolation property,
(RIP) for short, if, for all xi,X2,yi,y2
in E, Xi < yj for i,j = 1,2 implies there exists an element z £ E such that Xi < z < yj for i,j = 1,2, and (ii) is an antilattice, if only comparable elements of E have an infimum. It is clear that if E is a lattice, then it satisfies (RIP), and any linearly ordered poset is an antilattice.
We introduce five kinds of the compatibilities of elements of a pseudoeffect algebra. We say that two elements a and b of a pseudo-effect algebra E axe (i) compatible (and we write a <-> b) if there are three elements a\,
c G E such that a = ai + c, b = b\ + c, and ai + 6i + c = b\ + ai + c 6 E; (ii) strongly compatible (and we write a <--> b) if there are three elements ai, bi,c € E such that a = ai + c, b = b\ + c, ai + bi + c = ¿>i + ai + c G E, and ai A b\ = 0, (iii) weakly compatible, (and we write a b) if there exist three elements a\,bi,c € E such that a = a\ + c, b = bi + c, and ai + bi + c £ E and £>i + ai + c € E, (iv) ultra weakly compatible (and we write a b) if there exist three elements ai,&i,c € E such that either a = ai + b\ + c 6 E, or 6i + a\ + c € E, and (v) ultra strongly compatible (and we write a b) if there are three elements a\,bi,c 6 E such that a = ai + c, b = bi + c, ai A b\ -0, ai com&i, and ai + bi + c G E. It is evident that (v) implies (ii), (ii) implies (i), (i) implies (iii), and (iii) implies (iv). If E is an effect algebra, then (ii) and (v) are equivalent, and so are (i), (iii) and (iv). If E is a lattice effect algebra, then (i) and (ii) are equivalent [Rie] ,
We note that if E is an effect algebra with (RIP), then a *-> b iff a *-* b and a A 6 € E, [Dvu 1] . Therefore it can happen for such effect algebras that a b but a b. In addition, it can happen that a b but a > 1 -6, or a 1 -a as the following example shows. Similarly, if u := ai + b\ + c, then a, b < u. Assume a, 6 < w. Then a,b < wAu < u, i.e., u \ (wAu) < u \ a = bi, u \ (wAu) <u\b = a\ which gives u \ (w A u) < ai A ¿>i = 0, i.e., w Au = u and u < w.
The last assertion is now clear.
•
It is worthy to recall that Proposition 3.4 is valid also for the case a = c + ai, b = c + bi, where c + ai + &i = c + &i + ai, and oi A 6i = 0. Then
On the other hand, it is possible to show that if a b, then a\,b\,c are not necessarily determined uniquely even in a commutative case of E. a,b < u, u \ a = b \ v, u \ b = a \ v, and (u \ a 
(ii) a b if and only if there are two elements u,v 6 E such that v < a,b < u, u \ a = b \ v, u \ b = a \ v, (u \ a) (ii) It is now easy.
• \ (a A b) .
Similarly, aVb = b \ (aAi>) + a \ (aA6) + (aA6) and aV6 = (aV6) \ a + a \ (a A 6) + (a A b), i.e., (a V 6) \ a = 6 \ (a A 6).
(ii)=r-(i). We have a = a\(aAb) + aAb and b = 6 \ (a A 6) + a A i>. Put ai = a \ (a A 6), = £> \ (o A 6), and c = a A 6. Then a V b = (aV6) \ a + a = (a V b) \ a + a \ (a A 6) + a A 6 = (a V 6) \ 6 + b \ (a A 6) + a A 6. Then + + c = b\ + ai + c € E, and by Proposition 2.8, a\ A 6i = 0. The equivalence (i) and (iii) follows from Proposition 3.3 and from similar reasoning as those in the equivalence (i) and (ii).
• In a similar way, w2 := ((a V 6) \ a) / 6 = a \ (6 / (a V 6)). Define w = wi V102-We assert w = a A b. We have
Proof. It is clear that (ii) implies (i), and (i) implies (iii). (i)=£>(ii). Let
Hence by Proposition 2.5, In addition, a / (aVft) < a / iti = a / (ai + 61 + c) = a / (c + ai + ft^) = ft^ < ft and ft / (a V ft) < ft / it2 = ft / (c + ft'i + a' x ) = o^ < a.
Put wi := ((a V ft) \ ft) / a = ((a V ft) \ ft) / ((a V ft) \ (a / (a V ft)) = ft \ (a / (a Vft)). Similarly we have for W2 := ((aVft) \ a) / ft = a \ (ft / (a Vft)). Define w = w\ V W2. We have as above it; = a A ft.
Define a' := a \ w < (a V ft) \ ft < ai and ft' := ft \ w < (a V ft) \ a < fti. Then := a' + ft' + w e E and u' 2 := ft' + a' + w G E. We show that ui A «2 = a V ft. It is clear that u [ A u' 2 
Since a' A ft' = 0, we have u' x A u' 2 = d A u [ A u' 2 , i.e., d > u[ A u' 2 , which proves a V ft = u [ A u' 2 . \ (a A b) .
In a similar way we proceed with the second possibility.
• We recall that the last statement generalizes that from Proposition 2.10. Proof. The proof will follow from the following Claims.
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let E be a lattice pseudo-effect algebra. Then a <-> b if and only if a \ (a A b) b \ (a A b). In addition, a b if and only if a \ (aAb) b \ (a A b).
We have ai<(b\ (aiAb)) / 1 < (6 \ (aAi>)) / 1, so that o < (6 \ (aA&)) / 1, so that 6 \ (a A 6) + a G E. Therefore, a V 6 < 6 \ (o A i>) + o \ (a A ft) + a A 6 and (a V 6) \ a < 6 \ (a A 6). 
Pseudo-effect algebras and blocks
In the present section, we introduce a block, which is roughly speaking a maximal set of "distributive" or, more precisely, of "Riesz decomposable" elements of a pseudo-effect algebra. We show that if a lattice pseudo-effect algebra E satisfies the difference compatibility property or, equivalently, the weak compatibility property (i.e., the ultra weak and weak compatibilities are equivalent), then every block is a pseudo-effect algebra which is a pseudo MV-algebra, and E can be covered by its blocks. If, in addition, such an algebra is er-complete, then every block is a a-complete MV-algebra, and E is a commutative effect algebra.
Let {Et}teT be a system of pseudo-effect algebras such that EtC\Es = {0,1} for t ^ s. The set E := UteT can be organized into a pseudo-effect algebra such that x + y is defined in E iff x, y 6 Et for some t € T and if x + y is defined in Et, and in such a case, x + y takes the value from Et. Then E is a pseudo-effect algebra which is said to be a horizontal sum of the system of pseudo-effect algebras {Et}teT-A maximal set of mutually compatible elements of a pseudo-effect algebra E is said to be a block.
For example, if E is a pseudo MV-algebra, then E is a unique block in E. In addition, if E is a horizontal sum of a system of pseudo MV-algebras {Et}teT, then E is not necessarily a pseudo MV-algebra, and {Et}teT is the system of all blocks in E. Let now A be any subset of mutually compatible elements of E. Due to Zorn's lemma, there exists a block of E containing A. Since any element of E belongs to some block of E, E can be covered by its blocks.
• As a corollary of Theorem 4.9 we have the following important result of Riecanova [Rie] : COROLLARY 4.10. Every lattice effect algebra E can be covered by blocks which are MV-algebras, and every block of E is an MV-algebra.
Proof. Since every effect-algebra satisfies (WCP), the blocks of every lattice effect-algebra are by Theorem 4.9 MV-algebras. • THEOREM 4.11. Let a pseudo-effect algebra with (DCP) be a a-lattice. Then every block of E is an MV-algebra, and E can be covered by commutative blocks, and in addition, E is a (commutative) effect-algebra.
Proof. Let {a n } be a sequence of elements of a block M of E. By Proposition 3.12 and Proposition 3.14, V n a n, A n°n e which by Theorem 4.9 means M is a pseudo MV-algebra which is a cr-complete lattice. In view of [Dvu, Thm 4 .2], every cr-complete MV-algebra is a (commutative) MValgebra.
Assume now a + b G E. Then a < 1 \ b and a <-> 1 \ 6, consequently, a <-> b by Proposition 4.6. By Theorem 4.9 there exists a block M of E such that a,b e M. Since by above, M is a (commutative) MV-algebra, we have
The last theorem can be extended as follows. We say that a pseudo-effect algebra E is Archimedean if, for an element a € E such na := aH \-a e E for any n > 1, we have a = 0. THEOREM 4.12. Let E be a lattice pseudo-effect algebra such that every block is a pseudo-effect subalgebra of E. If E is Archimedean, then E is a (commutative) effect algebra.
Proof. Let M be a block of E. Since E is a lattice such that a \ (a A b) = (a V b) \ b, for all a, 6 € M, we have that M is a pseudo MV-algebra. Now if a 6 M and na € E for any integer n > 1, then na G M for any n > 1, which by the assumptions implies a = 0, i.e., M is an Archimedean pseudo MV-algebra. By [Dvu, Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.12 and Corollary 4.10, or it is possible to use directly the definition of the Archimedeanicity and Proposition 2.2 for the elements a n = na.
• Finally, we show that properties (WCP), or equivalently (DCP) or (CCP) are necessary for the validity of Theorem 4.8.
PROPOSITION 4.14. Let E be a lattice pseudo-effect algebra. Then every block of E is a pseudo-effect subalgebra of E if and only if E satisfies (WCP), or equivalently E satisfies (DCP), or equivalently E satisfies (CCP).
Proof. If E satisfies e.g. (DCP), then by Theorem 4.9, every block of E is a pseudo-effect subalgebra of E. Conversely, let any block of E be a pseudo-effect subalgebra of E. Assume a b, then a and b belongs to the same block and hence a <-> 1 \ b, so that E has (CCP).
• Finally, we show that the equivalent properties (WCP), (DCP) and (CCP) are not satisfied in every lattice pseudo-effect algebra. We recall that according to Proposition 3.10 and Proposition 4.8, the above properties are Then G is a po-group, but G is not lattice-ordered; g V h is not defined in G.
Consider now the interval pseudo-effect algebra (r(G, g + h)\+,0,g + h). E does not fulfil (4.1), since for instance g Ah = 0, g + h is defined, but h + g is not.
PROBLEM 1. Characterize pseudo-effect algebras which can be covered by pseudo MV-algebras.
